Tim Bailey Channel 10
Weather Report @ WHPS

TUESDAY June 10 @ 4:45 pm

Please note the change of date and see the information below.

Please be at school by 4:50pm if you would like to be part of the live cross.

Our first live cross is at 5:15 which is a brief update on the weather with the kids in the background and the second and third is at 5:50pm which is the big segment (usually about 5 minutes in length) where we really involve the children/parents/teachers.

Students are encouraged to make up posters or anything weather themed for the night, it makes for great TV! No stress if you can't though, as this is very short notice!

*Only students accompanied by parents will be allowed to be part of the broadcast. Do not attend if you do not want yourself or your children part of Network Ten social media sites such as Twitter/Facebook/tenplay.